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Abstract The mitigation of adverse effects of agriculture οη ecosystems, due to
τhe use of agrochemicals and iιτigation vrater, is expected tο have implications οη

farm incomes, This study examines the possibilities of simulianeously achieving
environmental goals such as the reduction of agrochemical and irrigation \vater u§e

as ινεΙΙ as acceptable faιm incomes. The empirical analysis employs the multi-
objective programming method ßη order to define alternative crop plans for River
Sτrymonas region ßη Greece. The results reveal considerable possibilities for

reducing input use as ιτεΙΙ as severe impact οη incomes ßη terms of gross margin,

lvhich indicate α ι,vide range of policy options. It is argued that the choice of the

ideal òοΙυτßοη should be based οη several criteria including non-market values of
environmental benefits, the particular objectives of policy makers and human

preferences, especially the acceptance of each crop ρΙαη by stakeholders.

Keyιvords Multi-objectiye programming . Agrochemical use ,

'Vvater resources . lrrigation
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Ι Introduction

Agriculture is characterized by the performance of α rvide range of functions, vyhich

constitute its multifunctional character (OECD 200Ι). During the past few years it
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has been established that, apart from its productive role, τhε αgτßòυΙτυται òeòτοτ is τhe
main source of income and employment ßη rural areas, especially ιvhere the
economy is not adequately diversified. Hoιvever, the benefits from sustaining
agriculture ßη rural areas are not deprived of negative effecτs, as agricuιτure is more
than often α considerable source of pressure οη natural ."ο.γrþ,nr. Particularly
when it comes to Protected areas, pollutants from agriculτure, iuch as residuaιs of
feπilizers and pesticides, impose serious threats to ecosystems, vrhile ihe poor
management of irrigation ιναteτ directly affects surface and underground ιγατeτ
reSources.

The protection of agriculture's mulιifunctionality is linked to compromising
conflicιing policy goals: the achievement of acceptable incomes as opposed to the
mitigation of threats οη the environment. Hence, τhe inτroducτion of αη environ-
mental-friendlY model of agriculture that ινßΙΙ also promoτe ßτò social and economic
role constitutes α major policy subject. The Water Frameιvork Directive
(Dir. 60/2000¸C), the bird Directive (Dir. ºg/4οg) and NATURA 2000 Netιvork
have established several interactions bet,ween agriculτure and eηνßτοηmeηται
degradation. Furthermore, changes ßη the crop plans that stem from changes ßη
agricultural markets due to the revised Common Agricultural Policy (Reg. l782l
2003) are exPected to affect income levels aηd total ßηρυτ requiremenτs ßη τhe secτor
so changes are expected ßη the accomplishment of the aforementioned policy
objectives,

These conflicting policy objectives can be achieved by introducing nerv farming
practices or ηeιý/ crops. Nevertheless, they can also be achieved by changing thΞ
crop ρΙαη alone, keeping existing crops and current farming practices. The latter is α
rather interesΙing issue, given the pattern of mediτerranean agriculτure, consisτing of
α considerable range of crops (Muthmann 2002). Αη examination of effects from
introducing alternative crop plans yields ßmροπαητ policy consideraτions rvhich can
inform decision-making for agriculture οη catchment scale,

The established method for examining the possibiliτies for reconciιing such
objectives is multi-criteria analysis, ιvhich provides α useful τοοι ßη ροιßòγ-þκßηg.
Applications of such methods ßη agriculture include the ιveighted goai programming
approach (Begum eι αl. 2007) and the studies by Piech and Rþman (Ι993) and
Romero and Rehman (19s9) who employed the multi-objective programming
method. within the latter, conflicting objectives are simulιan"ouriy ορtßmßΖeÜ
subject to constraints ßη order to define αη efficient set of solutions. other
applications of such methods are presented by Manos (Ι99Ι), Manos and cavezos
(1995), Berbel and Rodriguez-ocana (l99s), Gomez-Limon et αΙ, (2002) and
Manos εt αl. (2006).

The puφose of this paper is to examine the possibilities of reducing the use of
noxious Pesticides, fertilisers and irrigation ι.vater, ιvhile susτaining incomes from
agriculture ßη Strymonas basin ßη Greece. The empirical analysis eλptoys α multi-
objective Programming approach and is based οη τechnical and economic indicaτors
from α sample of local farms. It is demonstrated that the alternative crop plans vary
substantially ßη terms of economic and environmental performance. Ιt is ρ-ροr"ßthat the choice of the most preferred management scenario can be based οη several
criteria, including human preferences and expert judgements.
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The PaPer unfolds as follows. The folloιving secιion provides α descripτion of
agriculture ßη Strymonas region, as vyell as of interdependencies beτrryeen ßηρυτ use
ßη agriculture and environmental quality. Section 3 provides ihe methodological
framer.vork for the analysis including data collection. Iη Secτ. 4 τhe resulτs of τhe
emPirical analysis are reported and α discussion is presenτed. òεòτßοη 5 includes τhe
conclusions of the analysis.

2 The area of Strymonas basin

Strymonas basin is situated ßη northerη Greece, near the border vlith Bulgaria.
Ιt covers αη area of 640,000 ha, ιvhere River Strymonas and αττßfiòßαΙ Lake Kerkini
are main surface ιvater bodies. The natural ecosystem they formulaτe is one of τhe
most important ßη Greece and is protected under the RAMSAR Convention and Ευ
Regulations and Directives. Ιt provides α ,wide varieτy of hαbßτατò το proτecτed bird
and animal species and supports important fauna,

The main feature of agriculture ßη Strymonas basin is the predominance of ferv
irrigated crops, mainly cotton, maize, lucerne, sugar beet, tomato, tobacco and
rice, ινhßΙe non-irigated areas are cultiyated ,with νιιßηtετ cereals, mainly vrheai.
The majority of locals are full-time farmers or supplement their incomes by
undeιτaking some agricultural activity so agriculture suppofts the incomes and
the employment ßη the catchment. Horvever, agriculture is α major source of
environmental pressure ßη the region (Halkidis and Papadimos 2007) due to over-
use of natural resources, especially irrigation water, and agrochemicals, ιvhose
residuals pollute water resources, These non-source points of pollution (Hitchens
et αl. 1978; Thampapillai and Sinden Ι979; Burton and Martin Ι987; Pretty ετ αl.
2000) threaten water ecosystem functions and biodiversiτy. Ιη addiτion, ineffecτive
irrigation methods impose further threaιs to water reserves. This inτensive ραττeτη of
agriculture ßη the area merely deteriorates its, otherιryise adverse, effects.

Minimizing agricultural pressure οη the ecosystem is linked το decreasing τhe use
of fertilizers, especially nitrogen, pesticides and the direcτ use of irrigaτion rvaτer,
Ινhßch seriously threatens surface or underground ιvater reservΘs, Neverτheless, τhe
use of these inputs is the basis of agricultural productivity ßη the area, as the
agricultural policy measures ßη force until 2003 encouraged the extension of input-
intensive croPs. It is expected that α reduction ßη the area òυΙτßνατed wiτh τhese crops
ßη favor of others, ,στßth less requirements ßη agrochemicals and irrigaτion ινατeτ, ιγßιι
mitigate pressure οη the ecosy§tem but ινßΙΙ also bring about income losses" Hence,
the introduction of environmental-friendly farming schemes is expecτed το influence
local economy,

This study examines the effects of changing the crop ρΙαη ßη the region οη the
level of agrochemical and irrigation \ryater use, by maintaining the current farming
practices and crops. Apart from being the result of α long-term procedure, this
approach is also justified ßη terms of the adaptation of these crops οη local
conditions and οη the construction of necessary infrastrucτure. Furτhermore, τhe
introduction of nerv farming sy§tems and of ηε\γ crops, horvever, desirable, is not
exPected to Substitute existing crops and practices ßη greaτ εχτeηd, ιlιhßòh ιγουιd
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yield trivial changes ßη the level of input use. Iη this context, this study employs the
multi-objective pragramming method ßη order to examine the possibilities of
safeguarding benefits from agriculture ,σrhile minimizing the adverse effects
of intensive agriculture. This method enables the investigation of the possibilities
of simultaneously achieving these conflicting policy objectives by changing the crop

ρΙαη alone. Ιt is expected that changes ßη the acreage of each crop will bring about
changes ßη incomes and ßη the level of input use.

3 Methodological framework

The construction of the multi-objective programming model is based οη α farm
management survey over α random sample of 250 farms ßη Strymonas region.
The survey r.vas conducted during α 3 year period (200,Ι-2006), ιvith in-person
interviews, using α questionnaire designed to account for the prevailing farming
praciices ßη local farms. Data from this survey ιvere analyzed ßη order tο estimate
technical and economic indicators of farm management practices ßη each one of 12

local irrigation netrryorks, The derived indicators include yield and prices for each
crop, ιvhich are used tο calculate the gross margin (gross return minus variable
costs), labor requirements, variable costs (including feπilisers, herbicides, insecti-
cides, fungicides, fuel and seeds), the costs of hired machinery labor, the quantity of
iπigation ,σrater requirements and irigation costs. The subsidies provided ßη the
2004-2ΟΟ5 period are not included ßη the prices; therefore the gross margin does not
include the result of price policy measures.

These indicators are the basis for the implementation of the multi-objective
programming method, employed to elaborate alternative managemeni schemes for
agriculture ßη the region. Multi-objective programming is αη optimization method
ιvhich produces α set of non-inferior optimal solutions that achieve α set of
conflicting goals under α set of constraints. The conflicting policy objectives under
examination ßη this study are maximization of income, ßη terms of gross margin
(Ζ1), minimization ßη the quantity of nitrate feπilizers (ΖΖ), minimization ßη the use
of pesticides (value of herbicides, insecticides, fungicides) (Ζ) αιd minimization ßη
the use of irrigation u,ater (Ζα).

Among the approaches for the solution of α multi-objective problem, this
application is based οη the constraint method, ,,vithin ,,vhich one of the objectives is
optimized ,-vhile the others are specified as constraints (Cohon Ι978; Romero and
Rehman Ι989). The multiobjective programming problem for ρ objectives is
formulated as follows

maximize Ζ(χ1 ,χ2,. . .,χη) : ντ(χι,χΖ,. . .,χη),Ζ2(χl,χ2, . . .,χ,), , . .,Ζυ(rι,12, . . .,-τη )]

subject to (χl,χ2,...,χη) € Fa

where Fa is the decision space and (χ1, χΖ,,.,, χ,) are actiyities.
This problem can be converted to the constrained problem, ι.ηιhßòh is single-

objective, so it can be solved by means of conventional meihods.
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maximize Ζχ(χ1, χ2,. . .,ιη)

subject to (χ1 ,"τ2, " " ., χη) € F7

Ζl«(Χl,Χ2,. . ., Χ,) Σ ßι

κ-
Ιη this problem, objective Ζ7, is arbitrarily selected for maximization, The

remaining ρ - Ι objectives (Ζχ) are set as constraints.
The objectives under consideration ßη this study formulate α òετ of four separaτe

optimization problems. Each problem has uniform òοηsτταßητ maτrix and uniform
variables and is formulated as folloιvs

Μ
max (min) |clr1: Ζ

,Ι: Ι

Μ
subjeciιo Ia,;x;SAi

j:ι

Χ;Σ0

ιvhere c7 represents the contribution of each activiτy (χ;) το τhe objecτive fυηòτßοη
(Ζ|Ζη) (i.e,, gross margin ßη €/ha, quantity of nitrogen ßη kg/ha, value of pesticides
ßη €/ha, quantity of ιvater ßη m3/ha) and α;; are technical and economic coefficienτs
for each activity,

The optimal value of each objective function as ιvell as τhε values of τhe oτher
functions under the same solution χ1: (χlχ,χ2ρ,...,χη1), that is

\(χρ),Ζ2(χ1,),..,,Ζρ(χι,) Κ : 1,2,...,Ρ

yield α 4 χ 4 square matrix (pay-off mαιτßχ), of lyhich the elements οη the diagonal
indicate αη optimal, alihough infeasible, solution to the multi-objective problem.
Following the pay-off matrix one determines the minimum (ηρ) and the maximum
(Ι4ρ) value of each function, ιvhich define the range of each objective.

The multiobjective problem can then be converted to the constrained problem,
The right-hand side of the constraints, Lρ, is varied ßη the range (ηρ, Ι4ρ), ιvhich
guarantees feasibility and non-inferiority for the solutions. This procedure yields
three parametric programming problems, rvhere Ζ1 (maximization of gross margin)
is arbitrarily chosen as the objective function and ξ (the righιhand side value
of each one of ιhe three remaining objectives) is parametrized. This procedure
normally yields α large number of solutions αΙΙ of ιryhich constituτe αη αρρτοχßmατßοη
of the noninferior set (Cohon Ι978) and òαη be inteφreted as the transformation
curve. The ηεχι step is to reduce the efficient set of solutions by choosing the ones
that differ substantially from the others, by means of α filtering technique (Romero
et αl. 1987).

The remaining soluiions are αΙΙ optimal and non-inferior, hoιvever, the bounds
within which α solution compromises the conflicting objectives are defined by
minimizing the distance from the optimal infeasible solution. These bounds are
set by metrics L1 and L-,, where (Ι) and (οο) stand for the dimensions of the
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coordinates (Υυ Ι973). The metrics L1 and L* incorporate preferences ßη the
analYsis, of ιvhich they constitute proxy measures, τherefüre 

"nubιing 
τhe choice of

the ideal solution from the efficient set.
This choice is also contingent υροη the pursuits of policy makers. Although αΙΙ

soluιions are alternatiye management schemes that achieve the conflicting
objectives at various degrees, other factors, such as siτe-specific characτerisτics,
may influence this choice. For this ρυφοse, the multi-objecιivi programming model
ßη this studY is analytically constructed over τ\ι/εΙνε blocks of variabιes and
constraints, one for each of tιvelve irigaiion netιvorks, ßη order to simulate
differences ßη farming conditions among netr.vorks. This specificaτion, τheη, αιιο,μτò
moniΙoring the imPlications of each scheme οη the ιvhole area as ινeΙΙ as οη each
netrvork. The objectives, yariables and constrainιs of the mulιi-objective program-
ming model are explained ßη Table l.

Α bY-Product of the analysis ,,η/ßth the constrainτ meτhod is τhe eòτßmατßοη of
trade-offs among objectives, which are reflected ßη the reduced cost (shadovr price)
of each parameirized constraint (Cohon Ι978). These trade-offs reflect the
opportunity costs of each objective, hence they represent the amount of one
objective that needs to be sacrificed ßη order to achieve α unit change ßη another
objective, It is obvious that the trade-offs are expecτed το vary following τhe ιeνeι of
use of each input.

4 Results

The pay-off matrix is presented οη the left-hand side of Table 2, The columns
represent the objeciives and the rorvs the four optimal solutions. The highlighted
elements οη the diagonal reprΘsent the infeasible optimal solution, by which αΙΙ
conflicting goals rvould be optimally achieved. This solution entails α gross margin
of 67.58 mil €, the use of nitrogen at 4.05 mil kg, the value of agrichemicals at
5, Ι 8 mil € and imigaιion \.vater consumption at 374.3 mil m3. Hence, α reduction of
68.9 percent can be achieved ßη the use of nitrogen (from 227 ,3 kg/ha, Ι 3.02 mil kg
to º0.7 kgftιa, 4.05 mil gr), af 59.3Ψο ßη the use of pesticides (from 12.72 mil €,
222.1 €Iha to 5.8Ι mil €, ΙOΙ,4 €Λια) and of 16.4% ßη the use of irigation rvater
(from 448,0 mil m3, º,821.2 m3/ha το 374.3 mil m3,6,535.5 m3/ha;. Cοηseqυeητιγ,
the considerable range of reduction possibilities ßη ßηρυt use implies thαι the
introduction of αη environmental-friendly management scheme of agriculture ßη the
region ΙνΟυΙd result ßη substantial benefits. Hoιvever, τhε degree ofirrigaτion ιvaτer
consumPtion reduction possibilities is considerably smaller τhαη oτher ßηρυτò, ιvhich
implies inelastic demand.

The righιhand side ofTable 2 presents the crop plans that correspond to the four
solutions of the PaY-off matrix. The first row represenτs τhe baseline òοιυτßοη ιryhich
maximizes income. Ιη this case gross margin is 67,58 mil € (Ι Ι79.9 €Iha) ιvhich is
the result of extending the area cultivated ,,η/ßτh òοττοη, luceιηe and sugar beeτ (807ο
of ιοtαΙ culιivated area).

The croP ρΙαη rePorted ßη the second τοιν resulτs ßη τhε mßηßmßΖατßοη of niτrogen
use (70.7 kg/ha). Its main characteristic is α substantial decrease ßη the area
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òυΙτßνατεd wiτh sugar beet, which is substituted by cotton, ιvhile lucerne and tοmαtο
are also decreased. Horvever, apart from α considerable income loss (30.07ο), the

introduction of this ρΙαη entails high levels of irrigation ,σuater and pesticide use.

Minimization of pesticide use (90.4 €/ha) òαη be achieved ιvith the expansion of
the area cultivated ινßth maize, ιvhich is less agrochemical-intensive that coiton.
Sugar beet is excluded, ιvhile irigated ιryheat is cultivated ßη 10Ψα of total cultivated
area. As α result of the abatement of cotton, average gross margin is reduced by
43,5Ψο (667.0 €/ha), while nitrogen use is substantially increased to 189.8 kg/ha,
lvhich is about 1.7 times higher than the previous crop ρΙαη.

Minimum consumption ßη irrigation ,ý/ater use can be achieved vlith the fourth
crop ρΙαη ßη Table 2. Iη this case, the main crop is maize (approximately 73Ψο of
total cultivated area) and is folloιved by tomato (ΙO7ο) and wheat (ΙO7ο), ιvhile
lucerne and cotton are excluded, due to high requirements ßη irrigation \,vater,

Within this crop ρΙαη, nitrogen and pesticide use are excessiye (117.0Ψο increase

compared to the baseline scenario αηd221,5Ψο more than its minimum use for the

former ιηÜ 105,4Ψο higher than the minimum for the latter) and gross margin is
reduced ßη hali which implies that ,σrater consumption heavily affects income. This
suggests ihat irrigation water is αη ßηρυt of vital importance ßη the region and policy
measures are needed to ensure its efficient allocation.

The implementation of the multi-objective programming method yielded 144

non-inferior solutions, ιvhich ,uuere reduced to 25 after the employment of the

filtering technique. The latter are reported ßη Table 3. The solutions are sorted ßη
ascending order, according tο the gross margin. Each one of these solutions
represents αη alternative management scheme for ΙοòαΙ agriculture (the crop plans
for each irrigation net,work are available from the authors). Policy makers may
choose the preferred scenario by monitoring the impact of each one separately οη
every irrigation netιvork. Iη αΙΙ, the sector is likely to adjust to one ofthese schemes
and factors such as policy measures and infrastructure are likely to severely
infl uence this adjustment.

Preferences conceιτιing the four objectives are very importanι ßη the choice ofthe
ideal management §cenario. Hovιever, the solutions ßη Table 3 do not account for
them, as the constraint method assumΘs equal ιveights" Preferences are incoφorated
ßη the estimation of metrics L1 and L-, ιvhich αΙΙοτγ the choice of αη ideal solution
from the efficient subset. These metrics encompass the limits ßη vvhich the

conflicting objectives are compromised. These limiιs are 39,91-56,'12 mil € (697,7-
990,0 €/ha) for gross margin, 422,5434,4 mil m3 (7.376,0-7,5s4,0 m3/ha) for τhε
quantity of irrigation vyater, 5,29-5,76 mil units Ν (92,4-Ι00,6 units N/ha) for the
quantity of nitrogen and 9,35 -ΙΙ,33 mil € (163,2-197,8 €/ha) for the value of
pesticides. The bounds imposed by these metrics are relatively ηαιτο\τ, therefore the
choice of the preferred solution for policy-making should be based οη other factors
as ινeΙΙ, such as stakeholders characteristics"

The solutions repoπed ßη Table 3 are not adequaiely informative conceming the
impact of minimizing ßηρυt use οη income, nor do they reveal consequences of
changing the level of one input οη other objectives. These relationships are better
reflected οη the trade-offs betvveen objectives Ζ2-Ζα αηd income (objective Ζ1),
reported ßη Table 4. Iη αΙΙ cases, the trade-offs are increased for lo,,ver levels of
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Table 4 Trade-offs between objectives

Fertilisers

kg/ha Trade-offs (€/€)

Agrochemicals

€/ha

Ιττßραtßοη ιryater

Trade-offs 1€/€) m'/ha Trade-offs (€/€)

70.70
"Ι0.75

7ι.ι9
,75.3,7

78^99

329.00

ι05.65

40,ι6

ι6,ι9
ι ι.87

96.55

ι ι ι.89

Ι26.48

ι 39.33

|52;7 Ι

ι 68.93

2|3.1,7

222.02

|l;76

5,43

4.40

3,70

3.2,7

2.3,7

ο.4"Ι

0.05

6.54

6.55

6,56

6,5º

6.58

6.6ι

6.62

6.87

6.93

"7.39

,1.5,7

,7.67

2,Ι.73

5.ι5
4.9|
111

ι.8ι
|.22

0.70

0.46

0.37

0.28

0.24

0,20

input use, which indicates that α further reduction ßη their use entails severe income
losses. Furthermore, the impact of introducing αη environmental-friendly manage-
ment scheme οη income is expected to be less severe the more intensive the current
crop ρΙαη is. Despite the inelastic demand for irrigation water, the trade-offs
bet'ween income and fertilizer use are the largest, ιvhich implies that measures for
mitigating nitrate pollution particularly need to be complemented rvith income
Support Schemes.

5 Conclusions

The puφose of this paper wa§ tο examine the possibilities of achieving conflicτing
policy goals such as acceptable incomes and the reduction ßη the use of noxious
agrochemicals and irrigation lvater, The excessive use of such inputs imposes
threats οη the local ecosystem ιherefore such α reduction is essenτial ßη order το
preserve its unique environmental characteristics. The ßmρΙεmεητατßοη of τhε mυΙτß-
objective programming method yield alternative managemenτ scenarios for local
agriculture ιvhich achieve the conflicting objectives at various levels. The results
reveal significant possibilities for reducing input use which, however, are expected
to result ßη α reduction ßη gross margin υρ to 507ο.

The consequences of achieving environmental goals οη income from agriculτure
ßη the area are substantial; therefore farming needs tο be supported ßη order to be
continued ßη the region. Hoιvever, the reduction ßη input use εηταßΙò considerable
benefits ßη terms of ameliorated environmental quality and preserving surface and
ground water resources. These benefiιs are often non-marketed hence their values
are not reflected ßη market prices. Such values are bound to partly offset, or even
exceed, income losses, so their consideration ßη the decision-making process ,,vould

enable policy makers tο choose the ideal solution. Finally, τhε choice af τhε ideal
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òοΙυιßοη ιies υροη τhe αòòeρταηòe of local farmers, ,ulho are τhe key sτakeholders.

Discussions ,συßτh sτakeholders should yield ßmροιιαητ policy suggesτions το be

considered ßη the υιtßmαte choice of the best managΘment option. Such αη option
,σ,,ould guaranτee α profiτable farming ραττeτη ινßτh significanτly reduced adverse

effects οη local resources and οη the enyironment.
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